WEDDING PIE
Nine-week flower

(PIC IS OF ACTUAL PHENO)
Wedding Pie is an indica-leaning hybrid that is made by crossing Wedding Cake and Grape Pie. Wedding
Pie puts out a fragrant, fruity dessert aroma that is sweet, lemony, and gassy. This strain will quickly put
your mind at ease as you enjoy the calming high and the quality craftsmanship that make this strain an
all-around hit. Wedding Pie is bred by the respected Cannarado Genetics.
The genetics are strong and healthy, so the strain grows well in indica-dominant fashion with a bushy
plant structure and broad water leaves. Be sure to monitor humidity levels in your grow room to
prevent mold or powdery mildew from settling into the thick, dense colas.
In smaller rooms, her growth can be pretty massive, so regular topping, trimming, and training will also
be necessary to keep her growth manageable and under control.
Medical Uses of Wedding Pie
Between the great mix of full-body effects, extremely uplifting mental effect, and moderate levels of
THC ranging up to 25% THC, Wedding Pie is a fan favorite among a ton of DC medical patients.
The strain’s relaxing yet euphoric mental effects make it a highly sought upon strain for symptoms of
depression, insomnia, and chronic stress.
However, the strains indica-dominant effects make it a better choice for physical ailments, such as
chronic pain, inflammation, headaches or migraines, muscle spasms, and nausea.
It’s also well known for causing a case of the munchies, making it a favorable choice for people suffering
from anxiety related eating issues, lack of appetite, and eating disorders.

FROM WIKILEAF:
If you have an insatiable sweet tooth and also feeling like melting into your couch, consider taking a few
hits of Wedding Pie. Bred by the mysterious team at Cannarado Genetics, this bud is slightly indicadominant with a genetic mixture of Wedding Cake and Grape Pie.
It’s highly recommended that you enjoy this bud when you have absolutely nothing on your to-do list.
While she might not seem strong at first glance, Wedding Pie’s 25% THC average tends to hit hard and
fast. Flat shaped nugs are a deep green shade and while they feature a light coating of orange pistils,
there’s no shortage of amber trichomes to be found.
Both flavors and aromas of this strain are sweeter than you could imagine, as grapes, berries, and nuts
all mingle together for a true dessert experience. Some smokers detect a hint of herbs on the exhale,
stating that Wedding Pie gets slightly spicy toward the end.
Picture for a moment what the ideal cannabis high would entail and there’s a good chance that Wedding
Pie will deliver. Most users describe their experience as one that begins with a cerebral tingle that
renders your brainpower useless for a while.
You’ll likely feel hazy and happy without a care in the world, and this state of mind usually transitions
into a physical sensation before long. It’s not uncommon to be completely couch-locked soon after you
smoke, so make sure to grab a pillow and blanket before you light up.
Those who love to indulge in a few tokes before bedtime for medicinal reasons will likely find Wedding
Pie to be a perfect choice as this strain is said to be quite effective. Issues of bodily pain are often
quelled easily thanks to its bold physical effects and, when coupled with her sedative nature, can be the
ultimate remedy when fighting insomnia.
Mental concerns including anxiety and depression may also be soothed thanks to Wedding Pie’s ability
to leave you unfocused for hours on end.
As long as you enjoy sweet strains, Wedding Pie will probably become your new go-to nightly smoke.
Depending on your tolerance, you may be able to enjoy her on a relaxing weekend as well, but at first,
it’s advised that you only indulge when you have hours of free time available.
Make sure to eat a tasty dinner, snuggle up on the couch, and then top off the evening with this sweet
gal.

